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Aloha!  Welcome back! 

In this video, let’s quickly discuss a few other tools that you may find helpful. 

We’d also like to discuss a tool that you’ll see us use in these educational videos (and 
why we don’t encourage you to use it).   

Again, these are definitely just 'extras'. 

Your HealThy Mouth System truly contains all the tools you need.  But for those of you 
who want it, here are some additional options that you might find helpful. 

 

Oral irrigators: 

An oral irrigator can be a really helpful tool for anyone who is looking to navigate to 
greater oral health. 

Given that the general path is to disrupt and disorganize any ‘thug bugs’ that are 
attempting to colonize our gum pockets, an oral irrigator can be very useful to help us 
maintain thin biofilms. 

However, it’s critically important that we learn how to use an oral irrigator properly.  

Otherwise,we risk actually causing harm to our whole body.  While that may sound a 
bit alarming, we mean it. 

You see, here’s a scenario that can be a really dangerous combination… 

A person finds out that they have gum disease.  They find out that gum disease is 
caused locally by thug bugs colonizing their gum line and gum pockets. 

So, this person gets ahold of an oral irrigator and decides, consciously or 
unconsciously, that they are going to pressure wash these thug bugs from their gum 
pockets!   

This is a real problem, as the strong water pressure that oral irrigators generate can 
inhibit healing and it can actually wind up pushing these thug bugs into the 
bloodstream. 

That’s definitely heading in the wrong direction. 
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So, knowing how to use an oral irrigator is SUPER important. 

Here’s how… 

1. Turn the pressure setting to really, really low.  We actually think it’s a poor 
manufacturing policy for oral irrigator settings to be able to go to such high 
pressure.  Even if the company educates the user on how to use the irrigator, we 
still think it’s a poor choice to make them with dials that generate as much 
pressure as they do. 
 
So, if your irrigator has a dial on it to adjust the pressure, turn it WAY down. 
 

2. The second point of clarity you need is the ideal angle to use.  We don’t want 
to direct the stream down into the gum pockets. 

Unlike our pocket applicator, which can deliver a drop or two of some 
antimicrobial solution into infected gum pockets, oral irrigators work by 
delivering a continuous flow of fluid.  So, this second point is we do not want to 
flush any deep gum pockets with a continuous flow of water. 

Instead, we want to direct the stream of water along the gum line.  This strategy 
uses what is called a ‘venturi effect’ to gently change the fluids in the gum 
pocket.  That’s all that’s required.   

Again, we want to avoid blasting water down into the gum pocket.  Instead, we 
simply want to direct the stream along the gum line, which causes a circulation 
of fluids from inside the pocket.  That’s the ideal strategy for using an oral 
irrigator to assist us in disrupting and disorganizing thug bugs. 

 

Lip and cheek retractor: 

This is a lip and cheek retractor.  I think the main use for these at home is to apply 
commercial tooth whitening products (which by the way, we are not in favor of, but 
that’s another discussion :). 

We’re going to use a lip and cheek retractor during some of the upcoming videos so 
you can see inside my mouth more easily while I demonstrate how to use the pocket 
applicator. 

At first blush, it may seem like you’ll need one of these.  But we actually don’t 
encourage using a lip and cheek retractor. 
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As you’ll learn, we'd like you to develop your ability to feel your way around your mouth 
using the pocket applicator.   

We have found that a lip and cheek retractor actually gets in the way and inhibits one’s 
ability to feel what’s going on without seeing it. 

After all, the most common area that requires a pocket applicator is around molars, 
and honestly, we’re never going to be able to effectively manage periodontal disease 
around our molars if we're relying on our eyes to tell us where to go. 

So, please don’t be thrown off if I use a lip and cheek retractor during the videos 
detailing how to use your pocket applicator.  Not only do you not need one, we actually 
recommend you don't use one. 

 

Interdental brush (proxy brush): 

This is an interdental brush, also called a proxy brush.  We aren’t big fans of interdental 
brushes. 

Just like with flosser picks, one concern  we have is that interdental brushes may help 
spread bad bacteria into healthy parts of the mouth, especially since these bacteria are 
so commonly found around the gum line between teeth (where it's difficult for us to 
disrupt them).  

Interdental brushes can also be tough on sensitive gum tissue, and they lack the 
powerful feedback information that conscious string flossing can provide. 

And again, like our nemesis, single-use flosser picks, single-use interdental brushes 
can also pose a risk to the environment, winding up in parking lots, playgrounds, and 
even in our oceans worldwide. 

We prefer string flossing, which produces less waste, gives you more control, and 
which can disrupt the bacteria a little further below the gumline.  

However, if you decide to use interdental brushes, here’s a way to help reduce the risk 
of spreading thug bugs around your mouth while delivering more support to areas that 
are in need. 

Many interdental brushes have soft tips that fit very nicely into the opening in our 
HealThy Mouth Blend.  So, you can either drip a drop onto the brush or you can even 
dip the tip of the brush into the blend's bottle. 
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Rubber-tip gum massager: 

Some folks prefer to use a rubber-tip massager to stimulate their gums, but we find 
that our Bass toothbrush bristles work just fine for giving a little extra love and attention 
to this area.  

Whichever tool you choose to use, please be sure to massage your delicate oral tissue 
VERY gently and with conscious awareness, because any tool you use in the mouth 
can help or harm, depending on how you use it. 

 

Toothpicks: 

Speaking of the ability to help or harm, we think the common toothpick, used with a 
heavy hand, can cause more harm in the mouth than any other oral hygiene tool. 
 
And, in defense of toothpicks, while it’s not the greatest tool, most of the problem we 
have with toothpicks is how we use them. 
 
You see, part of the problem with toothpicks relates to the mental disconnect many of 
us have with our mouth.  This leads us to not treat our mouth, teeth, or gums gently, 
and a toothpick used unconsciously can cause all sorts of damage. 
 
Another problem with toothpicks is their size.   
 
Even though they seem small, they are generally too big for most people to easily fit 
between their teeth. 
 
Using toothpicks unconsciously between our teeth at the gum line can really speed up 
gum recession and increase the gaps between our teeth.  It’s a vicious cycle where 
using a toothpick between our teeth causes larger gaps for food to get stuck in, which 
increases our desire to use toothpicks. 
 
So, rather than habitually grabbing a toothpick after a meal, try taking a sip of water 
and vigorously swishing.   
 
This can dislodge any food residue from most food traps between teeth, plus you get 
the added benefit of clearing any food acids from your teeth immediately after a meal.   
 
And if you have some really stubborn food traps, we encourage using a little segment 
of floss to clear those tough areas. 
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Coming next, in the 'Oral Hygiene' section, we’re going to dive into how to use all of 
the various tools contained in your HealThy Mouth System! 

Get ready for immediate powerful changes in your health as you easily implement our 
strategies for how to consciously care for your mouth. 

We’ll see you in the next video! :) 
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